
Country and Western
 
Produced by Scott Martz and John Keenan
 
this was fun. when i went to scotts oxford house we spend two weeks going to the gym and 
listening to weird stuff. He has no rap background and i have no rock background and we 
started to gel with this song. I named it country AND western because Jake Blues asks the lady 
at Bob’s Country Bunker in the blues brothers movie what kind of music they play and the lady 
responds, “We have both kinds, country and western.” lol
 
CHORUS
 
we laugh because we have no idea what he’s saying and it’s really gibberish but we kept it 
because it just sounds cool. it sounds like a sample but it’s just scott being weird
 
VERSE ONE
 
i made some bad decisions
but put my fears into question
blessed with the best of intentions
when effort slips im regressing
pressing forward and when im older i can handle the change
i, already failed
im the one they couldn’t save
now we divided what was foul
and put the silence in the doubt
i tried to cry but then i found
i like surviving when it counts
lifes a mystery
what a position
flipping it different when im in pain
now i question why i resisted
im the one that has been in the way
im not derranged i was a hopeless soul
the one that stayed in the problem
if nothing ever changes 
then ill be a waste, im not done
ill blossom, apart from
what costs some their lives
and im far from what God wants 
but try like my times gone
 
GIBBERISH CHORUS
 



VERSE TWO
 
its time to give it all back
it seems ive done enough taking
when i explain why ive come
labeled insane they’re mistaken
waited patient
and push it plainly
never change in our hearts
with the odds in our favor
we wont escape what is ours
what am i missing
if i am listening
in a position to make it a change
can’t we all just get along
if our problems are one in the same
leaving the pain is probably an option
staying the same is never an outcome
everyday we make mistakes
its safe to say were often on-one
we can evolve and put in an offer
putting it off is part of the problem
wanna be awesome?
give if you got some
love is a statement
hate is an option
i couldn’t take it
running from nothing
then i delayed it 
pain is awful
now im back and all i came for is a chance to change the problem (me)
 
 
 
 
 


